AA 2019 3RD ANNUAL NATIONAL CORRECTIONS CONFERENCE
ATTENDEE: CLARK M. – AREA 14 CORRECTIONS COORDINATOR

The National Corrections Conference was held in Houston on the weekend of
November 1st through the 3rd. I had the privilege of representing Area 14 at the
conference as your Corrections Coordinator. Thank you for allowing me to
attend on your behalf.
The conference began on Friday night with a welcome from Roy E., the
chairperson of the conference. Roy discussed the history of corrections in AA,
which was very interesting. The Area 67 Delegate presented opening remarks
and introduced our guest speaker Damon W.
Damon gave a very inspirational talk about his incarceration and how he came
to sobriety through AA in prison. Damon has published two books regarding his
story and travels the country giving talks regarding his experience.
Saturday was a full day of meetings and workshops. The 8am CPC workshop
presentation included a professional panel consisting of a warden, a prison
chaplain and a probation officer. Their insight was restricted to Texas corrections
and several things stood out to me:
•
•
•
•

•

•

Approx. 80% of the inmates have an addiction problem
AA falls under the umbrella of the chaplain
They find that inmates respond better to listeners than to those who share
continuously
The warden is from a psychiatric prison. His recidivism rate is less than 21%,
which is way below national averages. He brought AA into his facility, he
said that consistency of meetings and AA interaction is highly important,
that AA members “walk the walk and talk the talk”. The inmates listen to
what we are saying. He believes treatment is the answer to recidivism.
The chaplain is from a facility with 9,000 inmates on a daily basis. He said
few inmates have single addiction, that it is unusual to find many with just
an alcohol problem. He mentioned that in AA we have single purpose but
cross addiction is the problem. They have 1,000 incarcerated women and
only one women’s AA meeting
There is high turnover of probation and parole officers. Therefore, we have
to continue to reach out as new officers are constantly being hired.

•
•
•

CPC and Corrections should have the same message. Using the same
conference approved literature is key.
The feeling is that most professionals know of AA but don’t really know
much about what it is and what it is not.
Programs such as bridging the gap, correspondence and temporary
contacts are very helpful.

The 9:30 workshop included a panel discussion regarding past and present
offenders. The panel included an inmate who shared his experience strength
and hope. He is incarcerated due to manslaughter related to his DUI. He
crashed his vehicle into a motorcycle, resulting in a death. He did this at a
young age and is serving a very lengthy prison sentence.
The good news is that through attendance at AA meetings in prison he is sober
and is carrying the message behind the walls. He is doing so well and is so highly
regarded that he was permitted to attend our conference and be a guest
speaker. He came across quite well, has a lot of hope, and is doing great
service work. His AA contacts accompanied him and we could all witness the
special bond that was created. That experience alone is enough to compel us
to get involved in taking meetings into correctional facilities.
An interesting thing regarding a 5th step was shared by a panelist, who takes
meetings into prison. In Arizona, AA volunteers are considered employees of the
state and officers of the courts. Therefore, if an inmate shares a felony crime that
is not yet known during their 5th step the AA volunteer is required to report it. He
makes this clear to those starting their 5th step.
We are advised to speak honestly about AA. Share care and compassion. No
drunk-a-logs. We bring hope.
The 11:00 workshop topic was Inside Sponsorship. There were three presenters
that spoke about their experience in taking steps to an inmate so that they can
carry the message behind the walls. The presenters each discussed programs
they are working on, with the specifics included in the attached report. The
programs are summarized as:
Soledad Programs –
This program started when an inmate asked an AA volunteer if we can do a
three-day AA conference in the Soledad State Prison. They first started a group
registered with GSO and then began to plan an event. The speaker indicated

that it started a “flame”, as it really took off among the AA community and the
inmates attending AA meetings. They did two one-day workshops that covered
all 12 steps. The group name is the “Sick Puppies” group.
After this, they organized a three-day AA conference held in the Soledad State
Prison. It starts with a Friday night speaker meeting including an inmate and an
outside speaker. Saturday is a Big Book study, a 4th Step Workshop and a
speaker meeting. Sunday is a discussion meeting and a business meeting. The 5th
Annual Soledad State Prison 3 Day Conference will take place Jan. 17-20, 2020.
They get AA’s from other states travel to this conference. Pretty amazing stuff.
Inside Visitation & Sponsorship Service – Karen C.
The Hospital and Institution Committee of Northern CA started this program,
known as IVSS. The purpose is to provide a system to connect prisoners with at
least a year remaining on their sentence with outside sponsorship. This is a pilot
program geared towards inmates who attend AA meetings.
The program creates an “inside sponsorship service” under the direction of the
Committee. This program is entirely separate from their inside meeting activities.
The key difference is that sponsorship volunteers enter the institution through
Visiting Services rather than through Program Services. By doing it this way there
are several benefits:
Visitors only have a one page clearance form, there are no issues related to us
being seen as “unpaid staff”, it is sustainable and provides consistency, the
prisoner’s private business stays confidential and does not reach the general
population, the volunteer’s anonymity is protected as a Sponsorship Service
Coordinator handles the interaction, it offers an opportunity for the prisoner to
talk about real sponsorship at parole hearings, and visiting sponsors do not
require “staff clearance”.
In only 7 months, the program has matched 30 inmates with sponsors, there are
17 more in the pipeline, and there are 7 on a waiting list. The program appears
to be highly successful as more AA’s are needed to fill sponsorship roles.
Sponsorship by Mail Program – San Antonio
This program in San Antonio is very successful in linking inmates who desire an AA
sponsor with men and women in AA. A coordinator from the Corrections
committee handles correspondence from inmates. The inmates are matched

with an AA sponsor, who takes them through the steps via letters. The committee
has a Post Office Box that is used for sending and receiving letters. The inmate
only knows the sponsor’s first name and last initial. The coordinator makes sure
that the letters get to the correct person.
The inmates are those who attend AA meetings but they are not screened by
the committee. Therefore, personal information should not be given by the AA
sponsor. Each inmate receives a Big Book and either a 12 & 12 or a Daily
Reflections book from the intergroup office. Sponsor by mail works the same way
as normal sponsorship. Take them through the Big Book and the Steps. Have
them write their thoughts on what they read.
The program is successful as currently there are 53 males sponsoring 40 men and
41 females sponsoring 17 women.
The 1:30 workshop topic was “Sentenced to Sobriety”, put on by a judicial
panel. The panelists included an attorney, a judge and a legislator. One good
thing is that federal probation officers are moving towards positive
reinforcement. They are finding that this helps with the recidivism rate. The
speakers all believe in the power of AA; however, the attorney and the judge
lamented that there are few other programs. Their hands are tied in many cases
with mandatory sentencing guidelines when, in actuality, the offender should
really be in treatment.
The 3:00 workshop topic was a panel discussing re-entry from federal prisons. The
discussion included things we are typically involved in such as getting newly
released inmates to AA meetings, halfway houses, treatment, etc. Bridging the
Gap and its importance was discussed. One of the panelists was a former
inmate who talked about what AA did for him when he was released. He had
instant contacts and a path forward to integration back into society. The AA
inmate is typically met by one of their meeting volunteers upon release. This is
huge for the inmate’s mental state.
The 4:30 meeting was a Spanish Speaker meeting. The speaker was Eduardo R.
from Tennessee. He gave an inspirational talk regarding his experience, strength
and hope.

The banquet and speaker meeting on Saturday night was very inspirational. I
was fortunate to be sitting next to a long term inmate who was released four
months ago. He has had 7 DUI’s and has obviously been in a lot of trouble. Turns
out he lived in my county for several years and was charged with some offenses.
Small world, we had a few people in common.
He told me he felt like a cat in a room full of rocking chairs. He was nervous
about being in the banquet room with so many people. For many years his
meals were in the prison cafeteria. I took the opportunity to share some of my
story and put him at ease. I saw him tear up several times with gratitude. He was
at the banquet because he attended AA meetings in prison. Those AA
volunteers were there for him when he was released and they have become his
friends. They brought him to the conference because he wants to take meetings
into correctional facilities. As was said previously, he will be able to “walk the
walk and talk the talk”. I thing he was be great in AA service.
The speaker, Brian P. from Maine, shared his experience, strength and hope with
us. On Sunday we concluded with a panel of past and present corrections
chairs. They summarized what we had heard over the weekend. All in all, it was
a fantastic weekend of AA fellowship. I learned a lot about the impact we have
and can have in the correctional facilities.
Thanks for allowing me to serve,
Clark M.
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